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The Hambleton'an: A Meadowlands pecial
Capturing the ultimate in tradition and pageantry. The Hambleton ian
is the most prestigious event in harness racing. Throughout its 54-year
history, The Hambletonian has been raced at four tracks and this year moved
for the first time to The Meadowlands.
Understanding the importance of this great race dictates a journey
into its past. Originated and promoted by Chicago businessman Harry 0.
Reno, the first Hambletonian was raced at the state fair grounds in Syracuse,
N.Y., in 1926. Trotting colts had been nominated to the event two years
earlier. Won by Guy McKinney (sired by Guy Axworthy), the first Hambletonian carried a rich purse of $73,451.32. Nomination and entry fees totaled
$960 and the inaugural Hambletonian drew 624 nominations which were
pared down to fourteen entrants by race time.
Named for Rysdyk's Hambleton ian 10, the ''great father" of the
standardbred, the harness event was off to a strong start. Years before
William Rysdyk, a hired man, aspired to own a good horse. With saved and
borrowed money, he purchased a 'crippled mare and her suckling colt in
1849. Though never called a beautiful horse, Hambletonian (by Abdallah I
- Chas. Kent mare) had a racy look to him.
. Beginning hi
ud career at age three he ·r

One hundred and fifty of his sons in turn sired standard p rform rs. Hi
four greatest sons were George Wilkes which be at th immortal Dan P ch
line, Happy Medium, Dictator, and Electioneer. When Ry dyk di d h 1 ft
provisions in his will to care for the great horse that brought him om
$200,000 in stud fees, a princely sum in tho e d y .
The Hambleton ian boasts a long and colorful history. Long the mo
coveted prize in harness racing, many have aspired to win th rae nd th
beautiful trophy that accompanies victory. Th original H mbl tonian
trophy was donated to Lexington Trots Br eder Association by Mr . Edna
Look Johnstone, granddaughter of breeder David M. Look.
For those who have had the privilege of seeing The Hambl tonian
and for those who have read about it or dreamed of winning it, th rae
maintains an aura. Each renewal recalls the elegance, excitement, drama, and
glamor which always have accompanied the event.
While the purpose of The Hambletonian at its cone ption was to stimu late the bre ding industry makino it possible to market foals profit bly, th
race has grown through the year to mean much more to all involv d in
harness racing. The Hambletonian con inue to row ·n
tur m th y
of both r
f n nd th
n r I public.

~· . ,way St. Pat defeats Super Juan in the 56th edition of.the Hambletonian at The Meadowl ntl • The hero .of the 1981 Ham~leton!an i .
n ~~ T rport D vlin who
To the tune of "rain, rain, go away," the det~r~ined S~iawassee
sire, Harlan Dean wa. t~e 1961 VICtor tn t~ts pr lgtou
k . h ~o rt

Farm homebred, Shiaway St. Pat (Tarport Devlin - Patnc1a Sue) w1th popular driver Ray Hemmen in the bike defeated Super Juan (Super Bowl · San
Juan) b a half length in 2:02.1 over a sloppy track in the $838,000.
Hamblet~nian after four grueling heats.
.
Th f t d" "sion won by Olaf (Noble Victory - Queen Martha) m
2 .0 3 4 ~e~r:he ~~~wd in a state of shock. In this tough division the likes of
· · 'A.
G af Zepplin and Smokin Yankee were defeated.
A.rntes
lm, r
.
01 1 d
1n the second division Shiaway St. Pat went to the half m 1: . an
d
5 ·x length lead in the stretch to finally hold off the favored
~pe~e ~P ka ~y a length and a half.
an ~he a;hi~~ division belonged to Super Juan in 2:01.1 the fastest trotting
mile of the afternoon. With quarters in 29.2 - 1:00 - 1 :30.4 the son of
Super Bowl came on in the final strikes to win by a head.

Huffs of _Durand, Mtchtgan,_ owners of Sh1away St. Pat, w r
1n th
winners c1rcle by a h~st of !nends.
.
The Hambletontan Ftlly Trot for $21,9,000 al o r . u1red four h . .
The first enco~nter ~w ~ax Hempt s Keystone S1s~er (Songflon Keystone Selene) tnumph m 2 .0~.4 for t~e vet ra~ D I M1ll r. The co~d
division went to ,Spring D~sh { Lmdy's Pnde ~ Spnng Bonu ) bX a n ck m
2:02.1, over Pam s Key a ftlly by Htckory Pnde who came b c m th n xt
. Das,h.1n 2·03
heat to troun~e Spr!ng
. . 1.
. .
.
.
In the ftnal mtle Pam s Key hung tough, y1eld1ng .bY a n ck •n_ th fmal
strides. Sitting in the garden spot until the very end w1th quart rs m 31.41 :04- 1 :35 the final champion Spring_ Dash surged aero the line for Hakan
Wallner at the end to collect the wmners share of the pur for owner

.H.H.A. NEWS

by Bert Fernald, Ex. Sec.

M.H.H.A. GIVES M/S OVER $3,500. FROM .BANGOR PROMOTION
The annual M/S Promotion was held August 5, 1981 in Bangor. The receipts
were again good for M/S. Our hats are off and a grateful "Thank You" to
Betty Ring who took charge of the raffle tickets and turned in $640.50 to
M/S. Every race had two sponsors and a trophy was given to each winner.
The race sponsorships turned in over $2,600. to M/S. The day was started
with a wine and cheese party at 3:30 to honor the H.H.I. M/S Chairman for
'81, Elsie Berger, co-owner of Niatross. Mrs. Berger got as far as Boston and
was grounded due to the air controllers strike. This was disappointing to all
present, however, the wine and cheese was enjoyed and a movie about
Niatross was enjoyed. Mike Kalil, Ex. Sec'y., of H.H.I. was on hand for the
activities and Bob and Jean Ferland who generously contributed the Ferland
Silks to be displayed in Bangor for the first time for the occasion. The sil~.
as always were enjoyed by many. The weather was again very uncooperativ'
and the affair was held in a down pour. The winners of the raffle items were:
Color T.V. - Christine Quinn, Bass Park, a member of the Dick Armstrong
Stable, 10 Speed Bike- Diane Day, Hampden, Food Processor-Joe LaBreque,
Jay, Me., and Polaroid Camera - Pat Murphy, Waterville, Maine.

By Clark P. Thompson
The DEHHA Board of Directors would like to thank all those persons
who participated in the Trophy Sponsorship Promotion this past season at
Bangor Raceway. Many DEHHA members volunteered their time and energy
in soliciting trophy sponsors while other members sponsored trophy races on
behalf of their stable or business.
Mike Tremblay of Bangor reports that he has plenty of DEHHA T-shirts
on hand for sale to members. We hope you will contact Mike to help out in
this fund raising effort.
DEHHA member Ed Fowler of Bangor is working on a promotion with
MPBN-TV in Orono for later this year. We hope all members will help out
on this project when called upon.
Congratulations go to DEHHA members Mary Perry of Belfast and Ivai
Cianchette of Pittsfield, owners of Rebbecca Jean (Mountain Skipper Midamy) and Chinbro Demon (Two Demand - Steady Belle) new track
record holders at Bangor (2:01.3) and Presque Isle (2:03.3) respectively.
In other news the recently concluded 43 day extended meet at Bangor
had 252 miles go under 2:10. Approximately ninety horses took new lifetime marks including four each for Rebecca Jean and the Presque Isle owned
(Susan Shaw) Knight O'Brien (Knight Dream - Irish O'Brien) driven by
Halson Parks. The fastest trotting mile (2:07 .3) went to Little Gene
(Whitham - Gean Kaye Adam) owned and trained by Stephen Brown of
Norway. The Maine sired colts competing in the Maine Standardbred Breeders
Stakes were Robert Gilman's three-year-old Lite Me's Boy (Mr. Suffolk Miss Lite Me) who paced a quick mile in 2:05.1 for driver Dave Ingraham.
Another top stakes performer was led by the two-year-old filly, Luck's
Lazy Lady (~cote~ Banker- Luck Ahead), who paced in 2:07.4, ably teamed
by Tom Va.mde~me, for owner Peter Hanley of Gardiner. Also outstanding
was the Ma1ne-s1red Easter Cargo (Hot Cargo - Candy Sitts) owned, trained
and driven by Russell Smith of Lewiston, who trotted to a new track and
lifetime mark of 2:14 in the two-year-old MSB stakes.
Finally, we would like to send our condolences to Alberta Ames and
family on the recent passing of Dick Ames. Dick's courage and determinawa exhibited
end. We all will mi him.

TORONTO SUMMER H.H.I. MEETING
Three Directors, (Bill Edwards, Dick Howard, and Edgar Morgan) and the
Ex. Sec'y. spent three days in Toronto at the Summer H.H.I. Meeting.
This was a working meeting and the first day was spent in committees covering the business of H.H.I. These committees reported at the meeting and
updated all on H.H.I. Insurance Programs, Finances, Legal, Medication,
International Stakes Program, U.S.T.A., and Man of The Year. Donald Booth
of the Ontario Chapter was selected as "Man of the Year". The U.S.T.A.
committee is concerned by the large increases in horsemen's fees under U.S.
T.A. compared to the increases in the share of U.S.T.A. paid by the tracks.
The Horsemen's Share in '82 will go up to approximately $1 ,000,000. and
no increase to tracks. The body voted to have the President, Robert Sidley,
have a liason committee meet with U.S.T.A. to discuss this matter and report
back to the body. Tom Aronson, Ex. Sec'y., of the American Horse Council
spoke to the group regarding federal legislation and Dr. Joseph O'Dea
NYSR&WB spoke to the group regarding medication and wiping out the use
of drugs in the near future. The Regional Vice Presidents spoke on what was
happening in their area and Hubert Barker spoke for New England. He had
nothing encouraging to say at this time regarding the rebuilding of Rockingham. The group enjoyed a tour of the C.T.A. headquarters with the o_utstanding feature being the use of computers for all of their race and breed1ng
records. This system would be a great help to the U.S.T.A. The group alsdo
enjoyed a tour of the Armstrong Farms which is one of the newest an
most modern in North America. The impressive tour was followed by a
luncheon at the farm.
HEARING AUGUST 19, 1981 REGARDING CUMBERLAND DATES
The Race Commission will hold an open hearing at 1:00 P.M. on ~ugu~t 19
at the Augusta Civic Center before reassigning the seventeen days relmqUished
by Cumberland in their fall meet. Cumberland wishes to keep only 10 days
for their fair. These dates are open for anyone to apply for and aft~r the
hearing, briefs will be filed by August 29 and then the dates reassigned.
THE ANNUAL M.H.H.A. PICNIC AND SUMMER BUSINESS MEETING
is tentatively set for September 8 1981 at Lost Valley Auburn, Me. All
mempers will get a notice when it i; final.
'

LEWISTON RACEWAYS, INC. NEWS
The Maine State Lottery's finances are expected to be bolstered sizablY
August 9-15 when "County Fair" Days will be observed during the Lewiston
State Fair .
. Mai!le Lotte~y Director Richard Carey was in Lewiston yesterday to c~n
flr~ fmal. deta1ls of the Lewiston State Fair-County Fair joint celebration.
dunng wh1c.h the popular ·:county Fair" lottery tickets will
sold to tho~
sands of racmg patrons. A ticket holder will gain free admission to the tra~k s
gra,~ds~a~d .. Regular grandstand admission tickets also will be available.
ThiS IS JUst a natural promotion for us during Lewiston State Fair week,
and we want to c?ngratula.te and commend the Lewiston Raceway Management for proposmg the Idea," said Carey. "I'm sure everyone in State
g~vern~en~, as concerned as they are over state finances, must be impress~d
With t~IS fme gesture of support from such a successful sports enterpnse
as Lew1ston
Raceway · We h ope to make th1s
. an annual event ·m LeWIS
· ton ·"
.
f Lewiston ~aceways G~neral Manager Leonard Pooler said the idea "sterns
ro~ our des.lre to prov1de our patrons with some additional benefits an~
at t e ~arne tl_me a.ttempt to build lottery sales. We feel that the sacrifice. 0
a week s ~ece.lpts IS a. good trade because we are convinced it is someth~ng
111
1 fans ~ ltke, and It will help the state at the same time The harness racmg
ust~y as had a go?d re_lationship with the State datin.g back to adoption
~ra~=r~h~suiuel regulatiOns ~n 1935, and this gives us an opportunity to celethe State." ong and rewardmg partnership between Lewiston Raceways and

be

?UJ

1

pa~a!~Y,~~~~~d Ft~.a~, M~in: Lottery personnel will be on the premises to_
tween $2. and $2 50~ · Wl~n~ngs up to $50. Winnings potentially range be
Racing will be' h ( 1!1 t e mstant game.
.
I< '
with post time at 2 ~~In the afternoon during Lewiston State Fair wee
· · on weekend days and 4 P.M. during week days.
..

I

.
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THE AMATOS
by Anthony J. Aliberti
Americans tend to identify success with thems lves, ft r all this i h
land of opportunity. But the Amato family was involv d in h rn
racing
long before Giovanni Amato em migrated from Naples, Italy .
"Of course all they had over there was ~ratters, " explains son Tony
Amato, recalling his father's fascination with harn
racing. But Tony w
not the heir apparent to the affliction, rather that was th old r on, John .
At thirteen John was already an apprentice of lrv Pottle. Combin d with
advice from his dad, John launched a career.
John Amato was a full time driver trainer unttl his death at 65 nearly a
decade ago. He handled lchabod Crain and Lowe Hanover among oth rs,
Lowe Hanover was subsequently sold and raced in the Hambletonian
trotting's premiere event. Nearer to Maine, Amato drove for Fred Snow' '
stable.
Trotters seem to run in the blood.
Brother Tony was not unfamiliar with racing, however. He ometime
travelled with the horses, and kept in close communication with hi brother.
But Tony stayed with the family bakery.
When John Amato died, Tony believed it his duty to keep the family
name alive in racing.
He contacted Loring Norton, bought a green trotter who showed some
promise and was on his way.
The trotter, of course, was Hurricane Star, and now in partnership with
his son Jack, the Amato tradition extends over two continents and thre
generations, stretching to a fourth.
'
Hurricane Star is a dream come true. Though it took a few year for his
career to engage, he became one of the toughest competitors ever s en in
racing. His half mile mark remains 1/5 second off a world mark and he met
and defeated the best trotters of his day.
'
More to the point Hurricane Star returned from one injury after another
to trot as aggressively and confidently as before.
Hurricane Star owns a mark of 1:58.3 and has accumulated more than
$250,000 in eami

A AMILY T

Ora Abbe (Bronze Star- Julie Abbe) twenty-four-year-old foundation broodmar turned
out at the Norton Farm in Falmouth, Maine.

BROODMARE PROFILE:
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by
Racing is not an easy way to make money. Look around at the worn out
shoes and the empty pockets. But for those who persevere, help sometimes
seems to come along from the strangest of places.
Ruth Norton kept up her hair styling business when Loring took to train-'
ing horses to help out, and to pay the bills.
Among her regular customers was a nurse. "A dear person" Mrs. Norton
recalls. This client owned a mare. A horse which never raced, and was kept
mostly as a pet. She willed Ora Abbe to Ruth Norton at her death.
Ora Abbe never took a race mark, and she had little to recommend in
the way of bloodlines, but there is an old saying about horses which come
your way gratis.
Ora Abbe already had delivered a foal and was carrying the next when
Ruth Norton inherited her. They bred her to Watchful, their prem1er trotting stallion and hoped for the best.
That colt was Hurricane Star. But time moved on and he was a late developing horse. When the first two fillies didn't pan out, Ora Abbe was
consigned t a sale. Bill Barnes picked her up .
Destiny took control.
Hurricane Star, of course, matured mto perhaps the finest trotter ver
from New England. Ora Abbe's next colt, Frank Overlook looked every bit
the part as well. He sold for big money and raced with success in New Jersey.
Ora Abbe foaled two more colts, one by Fielder and the other by Late
Frost before she was returned to Watchful.
The first of three more colts arrived, all full brothers to Hurricane Star.
Santa Overlook raced creditably in the Maine Stakes. Now her three year
old Ronnie Overlook appears to be coming along nicely. In the wings is
W.
Overlook a two year old in training.
Ora Abbe has come back to Ruth Norton again. The old mare was consigned once again to a sale, and this time the Nortons were the final bidders
It is not the first time they have brought back an old horse as a pensionier,
and it will not be the last.
Ora Abbe is now 24. She may carry another foal, she may not.
Whatever the case her nitch in New England standardbred history is assured. Her top colt. set near wor_ld records, and there are. th~ee other full
brothers still with their best racmg years before them, carrymg the same
blood in their veins, th~ same credentials, with the last two in the hands
of the same team which brought Hurricane Star to the races.
,
No doubt fate had a hand. Ora Abbe should not have been able to produce as she has but the racing public is fickle. They are no longer interested
so much In what she has already done, what they are wondering is whether
one of three young horses can carry that trotting speed and durability as
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well.
. htnmg
. can stn'k e t h e same spot more than
They want to know whether ltg
once.·-----~-

·w.w. Overlook

(Watchful -Ora Abbe) two-year-old
Joe Morris, Jr. and dnver, Doug Grav.

For the Amatos his career peak d in one dramatic w k nd. H r in M in
we were concentrating on the finals of the Main St k . But in N w York
they were retiring Green Speed, a world champion approaching $1 million
in earnings and the trotting King. A p cial rae wa writt n for him, with
top trotters invited to participate. Hurricane Star wa add to th li t.
The stretch drive saw Hurricane Star drive past world ,cia camp tition
trot right by them all, Green Speed included. Tony and Jac Amato r iev d
the plate inscribed and designed for Green Speed.
Back in Maine the next day The Insider competed in the colt stakes finals.
He, too, was outclassed, what with God of Wealth, Chinbro D mon and
Lollypaloosa entered as well. But it was The Insider, forth Amato's li h ing the tote board, completing a w ekend which can never gain b duplicated.
Their favorite pacer was Fly Fly Star, bought as a y rling by Norton.
He raced in NYSS and fast class Foxboro events befor b ing sold.
The Amatos are in racing over the long haul, and have had their har of
disappointments. Stonegage <:;oleen, a $22,000 purchase has y
o' rae , and
there have been numerous horses which have simply not mad th grad .
Count Lancelot, and Count Herod among others. Count Herod wa v ntu ally traded for Adios Goose, a $750 claimer. "We only h d him a hart
time," notes Jack Amato, "But I think he won four races for us."
Now their stable numbers seven. In addition to Coleen, th y hav Hurricane Star, of course, and his full brothers Ronnie Overlook and W. W.
Overlook, just starting their careers. Ramie's Goldie is a top cia
acing
filly, and Otama John and Otama Tony complete the racing stable.
It is an active, enthusiastic team. They take their disappointmeBts in
stride, but truly relish the high times, openly enjoy watching th ir hors
race, never tire of the thrill of a win.
Racing run in the blood, it's true of horses, but for he Amato it i
clearly true of people as well.

IifN·SDALE .-RACEWAY
NEW HAMPSHIRE SIRE STAKES ACTION
By Rick Miller
The second weekend of New Hampshire Sire Stakes racing was held at
Hinsdale Raceway. Weather conditions were superb as two-year-old trotters
went to post on Friday evening, July 31, to race for a purse of ~1 ,680.
Dutch Lady Mac had no problem wiring the fi_eld ~ith a 2:11 3/5 tnp. To!ll
McNamara was in the bike as the Dutchman f1lly p1cked up her second wm
in three starts for owner Paul Wood. Zuider Zee was second and Sinai third.
In the $3 920 two-year-old pace it was Coral Bridge in command as
the colts reached the half in 1 :03 3/5. The Coral Ridge youngster then
tossed a 30.2 third quarter at the field to retain control. At this point, Earl
Beede shifted gears with Viscount Uffington and t~e impressive son ?f
Fortune Donut zipped past the leader to get home 1n 2:04 4/5. Atlantic
Coast closed well to edge Coral Bridge for place.
A $2,240 three-year-old trot was the first race on Saturday evening,
August 1st. Tom McNamara set sail with the Dutchman gelding, Hot Shot
Mac, and appeared to be coasting as they reached the wire in 2:~8. This was
the first win in only five lifetime starts for Hot Shot Mac who 1s owned by
Bill McNamara of West Lebanon, N.H. Blitzer:t Mariah placed over Miss
Pinafore.
Raw speed was the name of the game in the $5,190 three-year-old
pace. Once again it was the cagey and competent Earl Beed~ up be~ ind Wa~o
Bob and the vastly improved Winnow colt responded w1th a w1re-to-w1re
romp in 2:02 1/5. This amazingly consistent sophomore is owned by Hubert
Stebbins of White River Junction, Vt. PB'S Coral hung on to be second.
J ck Mac was third.

ViiCOUnt Uffington a son of Fortune Donut ·in
proud ownen.

e

· ne

After four weekends of New England and New Hampshire Sire Stakes
racing the colts produced in the Granite State are rounding into form. As a
result there were some fast and exciting contests at Hinsdale Raceway as the
third 'leg of the New Hampshire Sire Stakes 1981 schedule was ~omplete~.
A good crowd of early birds witnes~ed the ~1 ,680 non-bettmg, rook~e
trot on Friday evening, August 7th. The f1eld of s1x got away smartly on galt
with Dutch Lady Mac showing the ~ost speed both early and lat~ to rack .up
her third win in four starts. Tom McNamara had the Dutchman f1lly coastmg
as they clinched the victory in 2:12. Next best were Nakoa's Fancy and
Powerful Katinka.
An interesting rivalry has develo~;>ed within the ranks of tw~:y~ar-old
pacers. Viscount Uffingtnn and Atlantic Coast have taken turns y1s1tmg ~he
winner's circle each week. This time around the pattern contmued w1th
Atlantic Coast winning in 2:06. Marcel Robillard had the so~ of Coral Ri~ge
tucked in the garden spot from where he launched a devastatmg stretch dnve
to put away his tough rival and grab the big chunk of the $4,470 purse.
Gemini's Touch checked in third.
Saturday's first stake race was a $2,200 event for sophomore trotters.
No horse has been able to dominate this division and there was another new
face in the winner's circle this time. Naida's Gypsy, last year's two-year-old
champ behaved for a change and stayed flat. The result was a comfortable
wiring 'job in 2:09 2/5. Bob Cross drove the Blitzen filly to her eleventh
career triumph. Hot Shot Mac, recently purchased by Warren Harp and Buck
La Casse, looked good finishing a strong second over Miss Pinafore. .
Wago Bob has blossomed into one of the top sophomore pacers m Neyv
England. Lending credence to this opinion was his second consecuti~e win m
2·02 1/5 over a not-so-fast track. Honed to razor sharpness by tramer Paul
B~ttis and expertly reigned by Earl Beede, the amazin~ ~innow colt toyed
with his opposition in the $5,0~0 three-year-old pace. H1s fm~l half?! :59 2/~
left the rest of the field gaspmg and owner Hubert Stebbms sm1lmg. PB s
Coral fought off Battalion Ridge to save place.

VIEWS

USE OF LINIMENTS
By David A. Jefferson, D.V.M.
Maine Equine Clinic
Turner, Me. 04282

Just
ut every stable has a bottle of liniment on a shelf or in a tack
box. This is good. Liniments are one aid to keeping horses sound. However,
they are often misused and can do more harm than good when improperly
applied.
In order to use liniments wisely, we must have a basic understanding of
what happens when a leg is injured. Injury to any living tissue is soon followed by a process known as inflammation. This is true whether we are
talking about your own sore tooth or a horse's bruised knee.
There are four signs of inflammation. They are redness, heat, swelling •
and paid. The redness and heat are due to an increased amount of blood in
the area. The swelling is caused by blood and fluids escaping into the tissue
spaces. Pain is caused by the increased pressure from these fluids affecting
local nerve endings. All of these signs of inflammation are present in a horse
with an injured leg. The redness may not be apparent unless the horse is
light colored and has his skin clipped or shaved.
Inflammation hurts, but without it, healing would never take place.
The fluids that cause the swelling and heat are rich in both proteins and cells
that aid the healing in a number of ways. .
The pain is important too. It keeps the horse from using his leg so that
the healing process can proceed without further injury.
Let's assume you were working your three year old colt. He seems uneven as he goes, and you stop his exercise. After he is cooled out, you go
over his legs. Right under the knee, on the inside of one leg, he flinches as
you apply pressure. He probably has a "splint." Within a few hours, local
heat will become evident, and swelling soon follows. Heat, swelling, and
pain. The area is inflamed.
It is at this point that many horsemen make a big mistake. They have
found the problem and sincerely want to help the horse. Not knowing what
else to do, they reach for that bottle of liniment and start sloshing it on the
sore leg.
. . I .mgred'tent o f most I"1mmen
.
t s an d Ieg pamts
.
.1s .10d'me.
The prmc1pa
Iodine is an irritant. Its action is to increase the blood supply to an area. This
causes local heat. If the liniment is strong enough, .it will also cause swelling
and pain. In other words, liniments cause inflammation!
Remember, the body's response to injury was inflammation. This
natural inflammation really does!l't n.eed a~y ~elp. By ~ausing ~ore infla!llmation, we are aggravating the s1tuat1on. It s like throwmg gasolme on a ftre
that you're trying to put out. .
. .
. .
.
In my first paragraph I sa1d that h~aments ~~re benef1caal, and I beheve
this. In fact, we have a liniment room an our clln.•c.where we mix gallons of
the stuff. But the way to get good results from hmments is to .use them at
the proper time.
..
A good rule of thum~ is to cool~~ acute cond1t1o~ aod apply ~e~t to a
chronic one. When a leg as recently InJUred and hot ( mflamed), llmments
should not be used. Instead, sit on a pail, allow the horse to graze grass, and
hose his leg down. Purpose: to keep the inflammation at a manageable level.
Cooling a leg out requires days, sometimes weeks, of attention. Drugs
may help under right conditions. Then, once the leg is cool (judge this by
comparing it with the other leg), it is time to use that liniment.
Many leg problems reach a static point. The heat is gone, but the situation remains about the same. That is, the horse may still have some swelling
and some degree of pain. At this stage liniments are helpful. The liniment
causes the blood supply to the area to increase, and the healing is speeded
up. In our race track practice we see many legs which require the daily application of liniments as long as the horse is racing. In these stressed horses,
liniments keep the legs tight and sound to race.
Incidentally, wetting a leg down with liniments is confusing to a veterinarian who is asked to examine the leg. As I've pointed out, liniments increase the blood supply. They cause heat. They may make the skin itself sore.
This, of course, makes pin pointing the affected area more difficult. If you
think that a sore leg should be professionally examined, lay off the liniments
until after the leg has been seen.

~~

Come & See ••.

MASSACHUSETTS SIRE STAKES
FOXBORO RACEWAY
MARSHFIELD FAIR
August 24th & 25th
Marshfield, Mass.
(early non-betting)
August 30 1:00 P.M.
RECENT WINNERS AT GROTON FAIR
2 yr. Trot - $2,606. - Crane Hill Horse (Rock Maple Circon) 2:19.3
3 yr. Trot - $2,315. - Charisma Lass (Spencer Esquire) 2:18
·2yr. Pace Colt- $2,715.- H.E. Rodney (Raymond Hanover) 2:13
2 yr. Pace Filly - $2,635. - Naida's Dream (Rock Maple Circon) 2:13.3
3 yr. Pace Colt - $2,415. - Hockomock Tufty (Hockomock Boy) 2:06.4
3 yr. Pace Filly - $2,365. - Cent From Heaven (Kilalie Star) 2:14.4
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

HARNESSRACING: AnAidfortheBettor
E.LeeAIIen 17MarcouxSt. Winslow,Me.
Harness tracks throughout the nation continue their desperate efforts
A standardbred will pace or trot as fast as his current condition, in
to boost handles. They present quality horses in their lnvitationals. They
conjunction with weather conditions, will allow. A horse's final times
fluctuate according to variants and his own condition cycles.
stage various types of driver competitions. They use every conceivable promotion. And they are missing the boat by half the width of the Atlant~c.
The average horse goes up the condition ladder to his pea.k. Cheap
There is one way to increase handles. Attract new fans. This can be
horses might peak at 78 then start back down the next race. Quality horses
done the same way it is done in thoroughbred racing. Give fans detailed past
sometimes maintain peaks of 110 to 115 for a month or more.
With the use of variants and speed ratings, the condition cycles of
performance information. They are thirsting for it.
The first harness track to introduce a "complete past performance
standardbreds can be ascertained with remarkable accuracy.
program" will increase its handle by 50 percent the first year. Other tracks
On Time Gal is an example of these cycles. The program of July 25,
will follow and harness racing finally will ''take off" because most of the
at Scarborough Downs showed past performance lines from June 18, to
nation's top handicappers agree that it is easier to pick winners at a harness
July 1. On Time Gal's times for those six races were: 2:09.2, 2:08.3, 2:08.1,
track than at a thoroughbred track providing, of course, that you have the
2:13.2,2:10.1 and 2:10.
.
Looking at times of the last three races, most fans would f1gure qn
necessary information.
A complete past performance program should contain daily variants,
Time Gal was coming back. But times, without variants, often are mlsleading. The variants for those six races were 16, 17, 15, 34, 15 and 13,
speed ratings and symbols to denote when horses go three or four wide on
turns, when they are boxed in at the rail, and when they are blind switched
giving On Time Gal speed ratings of 77 82, 82, 75, 72, 71. Obviously, this
during a move.
horse peaked at 82 then was going down hill.
This information is available via closed circuit television and harness
On Time Gals's speed rating chart showed that she reached the bottom
tracks should be using it to stimulate fan interest because new fans must be
of her down cycle in that race and was due to start an upward cycle the next
four'ld.
time out. She won a week later.
The more information a fan is given, the more likely he is to attend the
Young men and women are ·not flocking to harness tracks and, after
talking with many of them, I find the answer to be crystal clear. The younger
races. Thoroughbred racing is popular because of The Daily Racing Form
generation is sophisticated. These young men and women will become
which includes variants and speed ratings.
Thoroughbred racing sells handicapping. Fans buy handicapping beinterested in harness racing when, and if, they are given the tools to work
with. They abhor tout sheets. They want to do it themselves but they don't
cause it helps them pick winners.
want to play guessing games. They want to know exactly what a horse did in
Some day harness racing will wake up. But it won't be until some
track owner realizes that the daily racing program could be his greatest
his last race. Did he go three or four wide around the first turn? Or the last
turn?
asset.
E. Lee Allen, who is Sports Editor for the ·waterville
After all, there is nothing quite like the thrill of handicapping your own
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Morning Sentinel will be previewing his AI-Var system
winners. Harness racing should be trying to sell handicapping, not celebrity
(results and predictions) in the September issue of
•
guests.
Northeast Harness News.
The country's leading handicappers make good use of daily variants,
especially in thoroughbred racing. Variants are even more important in
harness racing because there is added friction to overcome when horses
pull sulkies.
20 So. Main Street
Speed ratings are compiled by using variants. Each track is given a par
value. If a horse· at Scarborough Downs paces in 2:01.3, he is given a basic
Brewer, Maine
rating of' 100 because that is what the best horses at that particular track
Tel. 989-3280
can be expected to do consistently under ideal conditions.
989-47~0
If a horse paces in 2:02.3, he is given a basic rating of 95. If he paces
.
m 2:00.3, he gets a basic rating of 105. The basic rating drops one point for
each fifth of a second over par (2 :01.3) and goes up one point for each fifth
of a second under par.
When_ The Andover Story won in 1 :59.4 at Scarborough Downs on July
~' he received a basic rating of 109 because 1 :59.4 is 1.4 seconds, or nine
fifth-seconds, faster than par (2:01.3) which equals 100. This basic rating
is added to the variant which was 14 on July 4. This gives the Andover Story
a final rating of 123.
The surface of the track generally produces the most friction so the
highest variants usually occur after rainstorms when the track is slow or
heavy. Air, however, sometimes creates as much friction as ground. When the
temperature is below zero and the wind is gusting, variants are high even
though the track surface is fast.
When times are extremely fast, the weather generally is hot and calm.
In Maine, the lowest variants are 13. They range upwards to the low 40's.
Before all-weather tracks, variants sometimes reached 80.
Variants are absolutely necessary for fans who want to pick a high
percentage of winners. Did you ever see a fan who didn't want to pick
OFF-TRACK OUTLETS FOR PROGRAMS
winners? The use of variants would open the eyes of many fans who feel
that harness racing might be a bit shady.
MAC'S VARIETY
AUBURN
Every racing fan knows that times are slower when track conditions
are poor. But how many fans realize there are as many as 2.1 seconds (11
AUGUSTA
STATE NEWS
lengths) difference between a fast, fast track and a slow, fast track. Both
KENNEBEC FRUIT
types are designated as fast on programs. The first is lightning fast. The
BRUNSWICK
second is within one point of being designated good. But the harness racing
VICTOR NEWS (PARK STREET)
LEWISTON
program does not give fans this vital information.
Fast tracks have variants that range between 13 and 24. That means a
NORTH STREET VARIETY
SACO
horse winning in 2:06 when the variant is 13, very likely will be badly
THE POP-IN STORE
beaten by a horse that has won in 2:07 when the variant was 24.
WATERVILLE
Let's put this example into figures: Butterscotch wins in 2:06 when
WESTBROOK
MARTY'S RESTAURANT
the variant is 13. Maple Candy wins in 2:07 when the variant is 24. Both
track~ are designated fast in the program. Fans naturally pick Butterscotch
JOE'S SMOKE SHOP (CONGRESS ST.)
P(JRTLAND
to wm and they are angry when Maple Candy wins by five lengths. "They
MERDEK'S (CONGRESS ST.)
rigged it," is the usual cry.
"New En land's Premier Program Printer''
With speed ratings, these same fans would realize that Maple Candy
was a much better pet. Butterscotch, if he is racing at Scarborough gets
WIN A YEARLING COLT
a basic rating of 78 for his 2:06 victory. This is based on a par of 2:,01.3.
Par always equals 100. Deduct one point for each fifth of a second over
The SOA will be conducting a raffle for the benefit of the Harness
2:01.3. Butterscotch was 22 fifths over par, thus his basic rating is 78.
~elief Fund. The prize will be yearling colt. Pedigree to be anHorsemen
The variant was 13 so his AI-Var speed rating is 91.
nounced.
T1ckets
are $50 each and may be purchased from any SOA director
Maple Candy won in 2:07 which is a basic rating of 73. The variant
or by writing the main SOA office:
was 24 so Maple Candy has an AI-Var rating of 96. Now, it is easy to see
Standardbred Owners Association of New England, Inc.
why Maple Candy won by five lengths. Fans would not be blaming the
.
. South Park, Route 1, Walpole, MA 02081
driver, the trainer or the track for what might appear to be shady business.
T
1ckets
Will
be rna iled. You wi II be able to observe the progress of this
Variant is friction. Friction is conflict. A horse battles friction when~olt
as.
he
takes
his
.first lessons. During the month of September, he will be
ever he races. Sooner or later, this friction will break a horse down. The
lme
~nven
~veral
t1mes
during the evening performances at Foxboro. Also,
more he races, the more friction he encounters. This is why an over-raced
he
w1ll
be
h1tched
and
driven
for the fans and his potential owner.
horse often goes lame or breaks down.
I

L. H. THOM

.SOANE NEWS
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DON'T GAMBLE
WITH INFERIOR IMITATIONS

DEMAND

. ~~

Sunkist.

·~

C::,~~Lemon

d'~

Hesperidin Complex and
~~.
Bioflavonoid Complex No. 6299 \5\~

We have examined numerous samples of the competition by precise, specific sep.l'
ration methods. None of the samples we have examined can compare with Sunkist<B'
Hesperidin Complex and Lemon Bioflavonoid Complex, Product No. 6299, with regard
to hesperidin complex content or the type and concentration of other citrus bioflavonoids. Documentation will be furnished on request.
Sunkist® Product No. 6200 has been thoroughly tested by University and State
Racing Board veterinarians under controlled studies at major racetracks in the U.S. and
Canada. Testimonials are available from veterinarians and trainers, that certify the effectiveness of our product.

A-HED, CO.

·

For information about purchasing our product, contact
Box 431

Salem, N.H. 03079

(603) 893-8164

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Silver's Kim
Hianita Time
Star's Snow Byrd
Reed's Oliver

filly
colt
filly
filly

Bruce W. McGhee
Bruce W. McGhee
Bruce W. McGhee
Mr. Frank Hiscock

DECEMBER
Big League Star
Bettor's Choice
Mountain Exec

Aloha
My Gal A.
Ouestina Mark

colt
colt
colt

Bruce W. McGhee
Bert Fernald & Gloria Fenn
Ivai R. Cianchette

JANUARY
Big League Star
Big League Star
Big League Star
Ammo Hanover
Bettor's Choice
Skipper Knox

Star's First Lady colt
Bit of Smoke
gelding
Ashgrove
filly
Tarport Judy
colt
Slick Jean
filly
Debbyette Moraka colt

Bruce W. McGhee
Bruce W. McGhee
Mr. & Mrs. William Brooks
Fernald Stock Farm
Fernald Stock Farm
Ivai R. Cianchette

OPEN CLASSES:
Class
Class
II
Class Ill
Class IV
Class
V
Class VI
Class VII
Class VIII

Sucklings and Wean lings
Yearlings
2 Yr. olds
Mares 3 Yr. and over
3 Yr. old Colts and geldings
Mare and Foal
Stallions and get
Stallions 4 Yrs. and over

* Reserve and Grand Championship Awards.

FEBRUARY
Big League Star
8 ig League Star

Gentle Touch
Roxie's I mage

filly
colt

Bruce W. McGhee
Bruce W. McGhee

MARCH
Big League Star
Big League Star
Bettor's Choice
Precious Fella
Flying Bret

Frost Princess
Sissy's Move
Tiny B. Oregon
Maggie T.
Chinbro Sue

colt
colt
colt
filly
colt

Bruce W. McGhee
David Capra&John Capra,Sr.
Fernald Stock Farm
James Mendelson
Ivai R. Cianchette

Mountain Exec
Skipper Knox

Mrs. Robinson
Saratoga Jane

colt
colt

Ivai R. "cianchette
James Mendelson

MAY
Big League Star
Big League Star
Ammo Hanover
What A Baron
Ammo Hanover
Mr. Suffolk
Romeo's Image
Skipper Knox
Skipper Knox
Skipper Knox
Columbia George
Skipper Knox

Lorolei Whiz
Shadydale Missive
Dancing Queen
Take The Gate
Hepa's Filly
Bushing
Ph ilsota
Tanya Moraka
Chinbro Flo
Merrie Pace
Paris Doll
Chinbro Barb

colt
colt
colt
filly
filly
colt
colt
colt
colt
filly
colt
colt

Bruce W. MeG hee
Bruce W. McGhee
Fernald Stock Farm
aert Fernald & Arthur Cobb
Lucille Farnsworth
Stanley& Laurie Whittemore
Ivai R. Cianchette
Ivai R. Cianchette
Ivai R. Cianchette
Roosevelt Susi
James Mendelson
Ivai R. Cianchette

JUNE
Skipper Knox

Chinbro Brenda

colt

APRIL

* Special Class for N H S B Develo~ment Agency Program.
Cash, Ribbons and Trophy Premtums.
All Free entries will be closed on September 17, 1981
A $5.00 late entry fee will apply.

* Include name of horse, sex, age, sire and dam; classes to be entered.
Please make entries to:

ROCHESTER FAIR
Rochester, New Hampshire
Attention: Promotional Director
Mr. Robert Ferland

ATTENTION!

Ivai R. Cianchette

Cla&51tled Advertising

SEBAGO LAKE FARM - 9 RM ANTIQUE CAPE WIBARN • 20 + Al:reJ

Beach Priv.. 3 B/R, 1% Baths, LJR, 0/R Den, Country Kitchen, Sunken
F/R with FIP and Franklin (upper I el).
$78,000.
Mwk Stimson Ag
774-6858 or 829.6289

STANDARDBRED BREEDING SYNDICATE seeking partners. Object:
~reed, raise, train for growing market. Some racing in New England. Small
tnvestment. Excellent capital gains potential. P.O. Box 47, West Bowdoin
Me. 04287.
'

PINE
Announce

First Annual

ELE

EARL

Consignments received from:
Fernald Stock Farm - Chinbro Farm Riverslea Farm- Ralph French Stable - Norton Farm.
ALSO
Yearlings consigned who are eligible in New Jersey and New York.

To be held at

CUMBERLA D
Show Day, Sunday, Sept. 27, 1981
Sale Day, Monday, Sept. 28, 1981
12:00 Noon
(Date Chang )

SALE LIMITED TO 40 E TRIE
Catalog Closes Sept. 1, 1981

'HAROLD RALPH, Pre •

207-948-5514

RACE ME STABLES DOMINATES THE WEEK
Billy Childs wheeled into the winner's circle three times during the
Lewiston week of stakes races. Three wins in a week is impressive enough,
but when each is a high purse stakes race, that's cause for celebration.
By the end of the week Dana and Jean Childs were most familiar figures
at Lewiston Raceway.
·
The win by Race Me Aggie was no surprise . After all the Lewiston leg
was her seventh consecutive stakes triumph.
Even the win with Race Me Fritz raised few eyebrows. He has slugged it
out with the colts all season, and has already won a share of wins in the colt
division.
What startled the faithful was the shocking upset of Luck's Lazy Lady
turned in by Childs and Race Me April. April has been close all along, but
through the flambouyant weeks at Bango~ the Vanidestine express won more
impressively each week.
But no horse is unbeatable, and hung four turns, the Lady tired in the
last quarter, and Race Me Stables was back in the winner's circle.
Elsewhere, the results of the trots were predictable. Hurricane Judi led
the three-year-olds with Ronnie Overlook following her home.
Among the juveniles Easter Cargo had the field at bay by open lengths
off to a torrid pace. Atter he passed three quarters in 1:37 and change, he
jumped in the final turn. Knotch Hill Gamble took up pursuit, and at the
wire Doug Gray annexed yet another win for Knotch Hill Gamble, while
Russ Smith salvaged place money for Easter Cargo.
In the split two-year-old colt race, Papa Win broke his maiden with a
2 : 15.1 stakes triumph. Walter Case Jr. catch drove the colt.
Finally, in the remaining three-year-old events speedy fractions separated
winners from the rest.
John Nason walked Pine River Fever to a half in 1 :04.4 and three
quarters in 1 :36.1 until he rocketed home in a final 29.4 panel. Snappy
Kandy was second and Spud's Shadow third.
Walter Case Jr., catch driving Ranger Time, reached the wire a scant
nose ahead of Lite Me's Boy for David Ingraham. The two covered the final
half in 1 :00.4 throwing identical 30.2 quarters on the route home.
Stakes continue with a week at the Skowhegan fair with racing slated
for Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday afternoons.

HORSEMEN/

NOTICE!

There will be a meeting of northern New England horsemen in the
Scarborough Downs clubhouse on Saturday, August 29 at 11 :30 A.M. after
the qualifying races.
Purpose: organizing for the mutual benefit of concerned horsemen
in the area.
Joe Ricci, President

,...
,-~1
~~-~~

Con ignm nt T rm
75.00 or 8°/o of
whic

I Pri

MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS
AND OWNERS ASSOCIATION

Dear Fellow Member:
You are invited to attend the 1981 Annual MSBOA Summer Me
and Field Day.
This year's Summer Meeting and Field Day will be held at Cianch
Farm and Stables, 1/2 mile south of Pittsfield Village on Route 10
Sunday, August 23.
The schedule of events for the day will be as follows :
11 :30 A.M.
Annual Summer Business Mee
1 :00 P.M.
Chicken Barbecue
2:00P.M.
Horse Racing on the Cianch
Stable Training Track
\
.
Mr. Cianchette will provide the Chicken Barbecue and the Assoc1a
will provide the refreshments, so there is no charge to the members.
spouse and children are invited, too.
You are urged to respond promptly by returning the slip belo~ to
Secretary indicating your intention to attend. Hopefully, you will bnng
or more horses to participate in the racing program, which in past years
been a highlight of the day. Appropriate prizes will be awarded to
winners.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- -- - - - --- - -----

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO:JOANNE CONNOLLY, SECRETA
LITTLEFIELD ROAD, SEBAGO LAKE, MAINE 04075 (774-26
ANYONE INTERESTED MAY JOIN THE MSBOA BY MAILING $1
DUES TO THE SAME ADDRESS.
_

_

I /WE WILL ATTEND THE MSBOA SUMMER MEETING
FIELD DAY.

THERE WILL BE
ATTENDING THE CHICKEN BARBE
(Admittance to the Barbecue by reservation only. Names of those atten
must be received by the Secretary by August 19. Tickets will be issued
arrival at the farm).
I WILL BRING
RACEHORSES FOR THE AFTERNOON. L
HORSE ENTRIES MAY BE MADE BY CALLING ROSEMARY
1-800-452-4635 BY FRIDAY, AUGUST 21.
NAME(S) & A D D R E S S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;

by Clark
Three fun-filled days concluded last weekend for thirty-seven vacationers attending the 1981 edition of the Hambletonian at the Meadowlands
in East Rutherford, New Jersey. The group, originating from Maine, New
Brunswick, New Hampshire and Massachusetts, arrived at the track by bus
on Thursday evening, August 6, in time to watch .t~~ U.S.T.A.'s top performer for July, Fan Hanover, win the fastest d1v1s1on of the $200,000
''Tarport Hap" in 1 :56. Final Score, racing for Tommy Haughton, won the
$80,000. "Nat Ray" in 1 :58.1 and the Ben Webster driven, Livingston
County (Most Happy Fella - Maggie Falls) set a new track record for twoyear-old geldings in 1 :58.
After enjoying the accommodations at a nearby motel, the group
started out the next morning on a tour of the stable area. First on the list
was the Jim Doherty Stab~e. As usual, Jim welcomed all, everyone had a
chance to renew old acquamtances and we came away much impressed with
the routine in a ~~super stable". Next on the agenda, after a short walk _
through the barns, we located Ray and Kim Ireland busily preparing their
Hambletonian Filly Stakes ~ntry, D.l. Starfire, for the big day. After exhausting numerous rolls of f1lm, we took our leave wishing the lrelands' the
best of luck in the upcoming Series.
'
Lunchtime found everyone in the Track Kitchen. Where else but at the
Meadowlands could one see Stuffed Cornish Hen on the Horsemen's Menu!
After lunch we boarded one of the numerous shuttle buses which took
us to the Brendan Byrne Arena for the auction of the Hanover Shoe Farms'
yearli_ngs. The overall siz~ and _confirmation of these young horses was
amazmg -. as were the pnces b1d for them. Topping the sale was, a bay
colt, the f1rst foal from the World Champion winner Superlou 1:57.1 by
the first crop sire, Florida Pro 1 :55 going for $350 000.
After dinner that evening, we returned t~ the Meadowlands Race
watch the $260,000. "Oliver Wendell Holm•" for three-year--old

. Thomjlson

colts and geldings. Freedom Fella (Most Happy Fella - Bravo) prevailed in
1 :54.4 over first and second division winners, French Chef 1 :55.1 and Phil
Lobell 1:55.4. Division favorites Seahawk Hanover and Slapstick finished
out of the money in the final.
Back at the motel, after an exciting day, members attempted to catch a
few winks in preparation for Hambleton ian Day.
The next morning dismal weather conditions prevailed, but it failed to
dampen our spirits as we boarded the bus for the short ride back to the track.
We anticipated the best . . . . and we were not to be disappointed! In th
eight weeks preceding the Hambletonian there had been no less than eight
different winners in the major prep races for this classic - so we realized that
competition would be keen. Adding to the excitement was the possibility
that Maritime - owned Arnies Aim could win it all. Also in the Hambletonian Filly Stakes, though her chances were slim, D. I. Starfire would tangle
with the likes of Spring Dash, Filet of Sole and Highland Bridget. On the
same program we would also see Rambling Willie defeat a group of aged
pacers and Maine-owned, Miles End Brenda, compete against World
Champion, Toy Poodle 1 :53.4.
At the end of the day after the final three horse raceoff, Hambletonian
winners were, Shiaway St.' Pat (Tarport D~vlin - P~tricia Sue) ~ith young
Ray Rem~en, and Spring Dash (Lindy's_Pnde_ -. ~pnng Bonus) With Berndt
Lindstedt ~n their respective colt and f1lly d1v!s1ons. Th~ crowd was well
satisfied wath the outcome, they had shared an an excitement that you
can't get anywhere but on the scene I
To the last person we bestow an enthusiastic "WELL DON_E I" on t_he
Meadowlands management. While this recen~ly transferr~ ~rottmg Pre~1er
may not .have had the "Country Fair flavor . of Du Ouom, 1t had an excitement all1ts own, which left many of us planmng for next year.
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FOXBORO RACEWAY.

ByHubertBarker

The Freshman Pacing Series, just concluded, certainly lived up to expectations. As had been reported earlier, the "Learn and Earn" races for 2year-olds that had been carded on a weekly basis were producing some exceptional miles. The 2-year-olds series participants were graduates of this fine
program conducted each year at Foxboro. The railbirds with their early
bird predictions were once again surprised by an upset in a division of the
qualifying leg. After some early "missteps," the first elimination straightened
out to become a very creditable race with the distaffer, Star-0-Doon emerging
the winner. Star-0-Doon, a Mountain Skipper filly from the Loring Norton
Stable, was trained and driven to victory by Bruce Ranger for owners Robert
Buchanan and Charles Lastinger. Bruce has been entrusted with a segment
of the well known Maine based Norton Stable this summer and has certainly
come into prominence with the likes of Hurricane Nippy, an invitational
trotter with $12.000 earned at Foxboro this summer and Star-0-Doon.

Farbro Mike has lived up to all expectations for the Farrar Bros. and driver Leo Bauer as
he poses·afte~ the $20,000. Freshman Pace.

Farbro Mike will now concentrate on his Massachusetts Sires Stakes.
Stabilizer will be headed for the New Jersey Sires Stakes and Star-0-Doon
will challenge the distaffers in the New York Sires program. We in SOA wish
them all much success and thank them all for the exciting moments provided
the horsemen and fans at Foxboro Raceway in 1981. (Latest report from
the Meadowlands is that Stabilizer was beateri a nose in 1 :58.1 in his first
New Jersey appearance).
K.C. Three appears to have his sights set on repeating as S.O.A.'s aged
pacer of the year. After 14 starts, all in invitational, he has a record of 3
wins, 5 seconds, 1 third, for a universal rating of 436%. His fastest time to
date is a creditable 1.57/4.

Bruce Rar:eger and Star-0-Doon in the winners circle at Foxboro Raceway.

Bruce is in much demand as a catch driver and is currently high in driver
standings at Foxboro. Quote from his uncle Loring, "Look who taught
him his skills." The second division produced no surprises as Farbro Mike
lived up to his expectations from his campaign at the Meadowlands and
easily won in 2:03 for driver, Leo Bauer. Farbro Mike is owned by the Farrar
brothers of Plainville who are carving a niche in New England harness racing
with their homebreds by America Shadow. Mike is on his way to joining his
half brother, Farbro Wave, who was claimed for the largest price in the
history of harness racing at the time ($100,000).
The stage was set for the

Aptly named •'Who Needs Baseball" poses with new owner Bill Mullaney and announcer
Johnny Most.
.

It's another big win with Farbro Wave for Billy Faucher and To'!' Fay.
finals as Farbro Mike was installed as the morning line favorite, but ~tabilizer,
a B.G. Bunny, who had qualified in 2:02 f6r Alan Armstr~ng, f!gu~ed t~

mount a creditable challenge. He had been parked the ent1re mile m _h1s
qualifier and with some better luck, could avenge that _defeat. Farbro M1~e
was not to be denied the lion's share of the $20,150 ~~~al as he won by_ Y2
length in 2:01.3. Farbro Mike left from th~ #4 pos1t1on and after bemg
::>arked past the first quarter by K.M. Vegas m 28.4, he m~de the top and
tVas never headed. Stabilizer, as expected, mounted th_e major challeng~ to
·he leader but fell % length short as they reached the w1re .. Outer Sea, ~n~en
•Y J • P. Farrell finished third with Star-0-Doon, the f1rst leg quahfymg
vinner, fourth.
I

A "Name The Filly" promotion has been going on for some time and
last S_unday,_ Johnny Most of Boston Celtics fame announced the winning
selection wh!~h was submitted by Bill Mullaney of Lowell, Mass. The name
cho~en wa~ Who Needs Baseball". Mr. Mullaney an avid baseball fan will
rece1ve a f1lly don_ated by The Three Chimney Farms. This promotion was
undertaken by _Puntan Furniture Co.
. The ongomg marathon for $2,500 claimers came to a climax Monday
n1ght, A~gust 3, when the eight highest money winners met for the $2,500
purse. Fmal ~esults were no surprise as Commanche Kash, owned by James
Ahto, and dnven by John Hogan, led all the way to post an easy victory in
3.:53. Comma_nche Kash was the leading money winner leading up to the
fmals. The mile and five eights dash was one of the longest ever contested
at Foxboro.
Racing con~inues seven days a week through the month of August when
the sch~dule_ W1.11 again r,evert to six days, Tuesday through Sunday. The
handle IS enJOYing a healthy 4% increase with a current daily average of
$325,000.
.
Capital improvements continue to be a major part of management's
f1~e year p~ogram, th_e recreation building has just been completed along
W1th extensive renovations to the driver's lounge.

Selling at the New England Bloodstock Yearling Sale, 33 of New England's finest yearlings, many of which are eligible to race in the State of Maine
Sires Stakes Program (estimated $300,000.00) and the New England Sire Stakes Program (estimated $125,000.00).
SEPTEMBER 12, 1981
NAME

SEX

AMMORINE
BROOK'S BULLET
T. F. GOLDIE
RIPLEY
SHARP ROY ALE
WEST RIDGE BILL
KEYSTONE CURLY
KING OVERLOOK
LIB'S JIM DANDY
GREENIE "D" TOMMY
LIB'S JUJU
BOARDBROOK SUE
BOARDBROOK MAJOR
GAELIC MAJESTY
GAELIC MAINE TIME
GAELIC WEE ONE
GAELIC FORTUNE

f.
c.

f.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

f.
c.
c.

f.
c.
c.

SIRE

DAM

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS

THERE

September 1, 1981.

BUY

DAM

SIRE

SEX

NAME

GAELIC MACTAVISH
Ammo Hanover
Catherine Bumpas
GAELIC CALORIE
Ammo Hanover
J.M. Brenda
UNSTABLE SEAN
Ammo Hanover
Tavern's Farvelvet
Old Frazier
WIND SOCK BYRD
High Tru
Royal Prince
WIND SOCK SURF
Sharpie Lobell
FROST'STAR
Keystone Gemini Chinbro Milly
Keystone Gemini Fury J.
CADET RIDGECREST
Election Day
CANDEE RIDGECREST
Tiny Widow
Scotch Banker
CAPTAIN RIDGECREST
Double or Else
Scotch Banker
CLARK RIDGECREST
Can Tar Patsy
Scotch Banker
CYRUS RIDGECREST
Miles End Dot
Scotch Banker
CALEB RIDGECREST
Miles End Sarah
Latham
Golden Countess
CAMEO RIDGECREST
Latham
COUNT RIDGECREST
J. M. Majestic
Latham
Vermont Adios
CLAUDIA RIDGECREST
Fly Fly Betty
MAJOR RUSH
Latham
Katy Valentine
Latham
MAINE FELLA
Unnamed Colt - Ammo Hanover - Tarport Judy

BE
Catalogues available -

11:00 A.M.

Nevele Pilot
Nevele Pilot
Nevele Pilot
Big League Star
Big League Star
Big League Star
Jonas Hanover
Jonas Hanover
Jonas Hanover
Jonas Hanover
Culver's Pride
Culver's Pride
Ru ty Range
Rusty Range
Rusty Range
Rusty Range
Precious Fella

c.

f.
c.
c.

f.
c.
c.

f.
c.
c.
c.
c.

f.
c.

f.
c.
c.

Stars Bell
Fat Ro ie
Amy Lobell
Star' Snow Byrd
Aloha
Frost Princes
Mighty Kodama
Sp ial Moraka
Stacie Fro t
Randie' Ribbon
L dyland Mark
Greenacre' Lynn
Cherry Hill Babe
Hazel
Lullathorpe
J3owen' Rhythm
Sp dy Ribbon

T II ERE

Please send $1.00 to: Carlton Chamberlin, Ridgecrest Stables, Springvale, Maine
ATTENTION

ATTENTION

ATTENTION

Due to numerous requests, the Maine Breeders Association Inc. will offer a limited mixed sale immediately following the yearling sale. Sale will be
limited to mares, weanlings and horses eligible to, or having raced in their respective states sires program.
Now accepting consignments until September 1st, '81. This sale will offer the perfect opportunity to sell your stakes horses to a market of interested
·
stakes buyers!
Already consigned to the mixed sale are the following:
NAME

SEX

SIRE

DAM

NAME

LITE ME'S GIRL
f. 2 yr. Keystone Gemini Shirley Time
DOLLY LOUISE TIME
Harold J in Foal Scotch Banker
m.
MARCS MARE
DOUBLE QR ELSE
WESTRIDGE CAM
f. 2 yr. Romano Hanover, Jinx's Lady
EMBASSY ESCAPE
Formal
Notice
in
Foal
Scotch
Banker
SHADYDALE MISSIVE
m.
FORMAL ALLIANCE
VIH
Space Haven
g.3
Butler's Dream
BUTLER T. HAVEN
Can Tar Patsy
Scotch Banker
STARLITE QUEEN
GREENIE D. SCOTTIE g. 2 yr.
MAINE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
MARILYN BRANAGAN
BRUCE W. MCGHEE
NEW
GLOUCESTER
BOX 400
MAINE 04260

'.

SEX

f. 2 yr.
m.
f. 2 yr.
m.
m.
f. 3 yr.

SIRE

DAM

Scotch Banker
Miss Lite Me
Thorpe Hanover in Foal Big League Star
Keystone Gemini CAM
Foal by Side by Big League Star
Mungo Hanover in Foal Skipper Glenn
Bret's Star
Jefferson Queen

CARLTON CHAMBERLIN

207 - 926-4889

STALLIONS IN SERVICE FOR 1982

NEV·ELE PILOT
Sire: Henry T. Adios p 1.57, sire
of 26 in 2 :00, including Silent
Majority p 1;56 who is already
the sire of 20 in .. 2:00 from 2.
small crops including
·
Abercrombie p 1.53 $984,000
Dam: Maxine's Dream p .2, 2:00

RICCI BOL-o PAYSTER
Sire: Race Time p 1.57 ($485,000)
Sire of 133 in 2:00 including
World Champion Ricci Reenie
Time p. 2, 1 :56.1', Dream Maker
1 :55, Racy Goods p. 2, 1 :55.3

etc.

Dam: Ricci Reenie p. 2.01

THE FIREBALL
Sire: Speedy Scot 1:56 sire of 20
trotters in 2:00 including Classical Way 1.57, Star Investment 2
1 :56, Shiny Scot 1 :58 etc. ·
Dam: Honor Donut 2, 2:06
Race Me Fritz (Latham - Fat Rosie) wins in 2:10 at Bangor Raceway in the Maine Breeders Stakes. This competitive
two-year-old was purchased from the Cead Mile Failte consignment in 1980 by Dana and Jean Childs of Westbrook.

?-07--946-5628

CEAD MILE FAILTE FAR.M

PLUS OTHER 1981 PERFORMERS:

CONGRATULATES THE RECENT 2-YEAR-OLD STAKE WINNERS
GAELIC MAJESTY p.2, 2:12.3 h - Francis Collins and Albert Gallant
RACE ME FRITZ (formerly GAELIC FRITZ) p.2, 2:09 hDana and Jean Childs
SANDY'S BIRTHDAY (formerly GAELIC QUIET TIME p.2, 2:09,1 h
Sal'l\d_ra Bickford

Marilyn & Paul Branagan
R.F .0. 2, Box 32 •
Greene, Mai~ 04236

GAELIC TRAVELER p.2 Stakes Placed Third, 211.4 h - Arnold Dall
GAELIC TORRY p.3, 2:07.1 h - Raymond and Peggy Watson
GAELIC SEAN
p.3, 2:07.1 h - John Shardlow
ELLIE RADEN p. 3 Stakes placed third 2:08
Chet Emerson

e

NO FINER BLOODLINES IN NEW ENGLAND!
If you want a Sire Stakes Winner in 1981, make sure you purchase a Cead Mile Failte Farm yearling at the Maine Breeders Association First Annual Yearling
Sale at Scarborough Downs on September 12, 1981 - 11:00 A.M. All our yearlings are offered for public sale. We sold 6 yearlings last year
A REMARKABLE 66% HAVE RACED IN THE 2-YEAR-OLD STAKES AND 50% ARE WINNERS! All yearlings will be jogging four miles daily on the ·
horse-walker by sale time.
1981 YEARLINGS INCLUDE:
GAELIC ROYALTY b. colt (Latham - J.M. Majestic)
He is full brother to Gaelic Majesty p.2, 2:12.3 h who is a top 2-year-old
Stakes performer and winner in the 1981 Stakes. This colt has the size and
manners to be next years big Stakes Winner.

GAELIC MAC TAVISH b. colt (Nevele Pilot- Stars Bell)
This colt is half brother to B~llnow, p. 2:00.1 h and Robyn's Comet
p. 2:06 h. Take a close look at has Classy Colt, he looks and acts like a race
horse.

GAELIC CALORIE br. filly (Nevele Pilot- Fat Rosie)
This filly is the second foal of the Thorpe Hanover mare, Fat Rosie. Her first
foal, Race Me Fritz p.2, 2:09 h has been a big 2-year-old winner in this year·'s
Sire Stakes. This filly is the golden cross of a Tar Heel mare and a Adios
stallion.

G~EL!C MAINE TIME b .. filly (Latham- Vermont Adios)
h
Thts bag well conformed f1lly IS the best filly to be raised by th' f
.as a f u II st.ster t o Gae I.1c T rave Ier an d could well be next year' b' IS 2 arm' s lde
s· s k w·
.
.
s 19 -year-o
F .,,
t y are ta es tnner. She IS half saster to 4 in 2·06 ·1nclud· G 1· R
·01
1
h
N
.
.
·
mg
ae 1c um
p. 2 . . , a ew Jersey Stre Stake Wanner.

GAELIC FORTUNE b. colt (Latham- Katy Valentine)
This big rugged colt comes from a dam of tough race horses, all her foals
have raced, his full brother, Gaelic Champ, raced as two-year-old until
injured.

GAELIC WEE ONE blk. colt (Latham- Fly Fly Betty)
Don't let the name fool you on this June colt This c It . h
and first colt of the taught, tough, race mare. Fiy Fly B~tt as t e.:cond_ foal
2
of $53,000. Second Dam Betty Butch has produced 6 in ; ~: · h wanner

UNSTABLE SEAN b. colt (Nevele Pilot- Amy Lobell)
Agent, Cead Mile Failte Farm
if This colt is the third foal of his dam and half brother to Unstable Sonny
a p. 2:06 h who has the potential to pace in 2:00.

MAINE FELLA c. colt (Precious Fella- Speedy Ribbon)
. .
Agent, Cead Mile Failte Farm
Thts IS a half brother to Tempered Ribbon who placed .10
.
recently in 2:03.4 two lengths off the winner.
the Mame Stakes

20
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BE AT SCARBOROUGH DOWNS TO BID ON THESE EXCEPTIONAL COLTS AND FILLIES
AND BRING HOME NEXT YEAR'S STAKE PERFORMERS.

SC.O TCH

BANKER
SIRE-BRET HANOVER
4,P, 1.53 3/5
. Horse of the Year
1964-1965-1966
$922,61 6.QO
DAM-~OTCH JEWEL

2,P, 1.59 2/5
3,P, 1.58 4/5
Two Year old Pacing
filly- 1968
Three year old Pacing
filly- 1969
$165,671.00

Maine
Stakes
Sire
SCOTCH

BANKER CONGRATULATES

Scotch Banker sent his first crop of two year olds to the races in 1981.
As of August 10, 1981 the RESULTS are as follows:
Greenie "D" Scottie
Trained in
Lite Me's Girl
Raced Time
Raced Time
The Banker's Son
Luck's Lazy Lady
Winning Time
LUCK'S LAZY LADY

HIS

FIRST

CROP

OF

TWO

YEARS

2:17
2:15.1 Fourth
2:10 2ND by a Head- Earnings $1,141.00
2:07.4 6 Straight Wins- Earnings $6,547.00

has won six straight races. In ten life time starts she has 6,Wins- 1 Place for Earnings of $6,547.00. SHE IS UNDEF ATED
IN THE MAINE SIRES STAKESIIII! I *a of 8/10/81

Congratulations to: OWNER- Peter K. Hanley: TRAINER- Shawn Hanley; DRIVER- Tommy Vanidestine

* *

*

*

*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
THE MAINE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION ANNUAL NEW ENGLAND YEARLING SALE:
Location:
Scarborough Downs
Scarborough, Maine
Date:
September 12, 1981
Time:
11:00 A.M.

* *

*

*

With great pleasure I present the following SCOTCH BANKER YEARLINGS to be sold at the Maine Breeders Association Annual New En land Year/in
David R. Slocomb, AGENT
Sale.
1.)

LIB'S JUJU:

Bay-COLT Foaled December 6, 1979
Third foal from the 100% producing mare MILES END DOT by Gamecock.
Half Brother to Lib's Juno 5,P, 2:04.4 and Lib's Jinni 3,P, 2:10.
2ND DAM: Paris Doll (Dam of Miles End Ida 3,P, 1 :59.4) by Meadow Skipper..

2.)

LIB'S JIMDANDY: Bay-COLT
Foaled March 16, 1980
First foal from Double or Else- She a half Sister to Double Sweet 4,P, 2:02.1 ($20, 151) - Double Rich 3,P, 2:03.1 ($14,5 ) Double J 4,P, 2:05.3 ($27,910) -and Double Temper 3,P, 2:06.4. Double or El e is by the young broodmare sire Harold J.
2ND DAM: Maple Syrup by Torpid (by Knight Dream).

3.)

GREENIE D TOMMY: Bay-COLT
Foaled April 23,1980
Fourth foal from the mare Can Tar Pasty and second SCOTCH BANKER foal: Her First Scotch Banker foal Gre nie D Scotty trained
in 2:17 for trainer Mike Murchison. Can Tar Patsy sired by Chri Scott is a full or half sister to Can Tar Lass 4,P, 2:06.2- Can Tar
Chief 6 p 2:01 ($94,129) - Can Tar Rebel 4,P, 2:02 ($76,438) - Can Tar Pat 5,P, 2:05 ($36,124) Can Tar Gyspy 5,P,
2:02.2. '2'No Dam: Patsy Chief L. by Jimmy Chief.

4.)

BOARDBROOK SUE: Bay-FILLY
Foaled March 15, 1980
First foal out of the young broodmare MILES END SARAH by Good Time Boy.
2ND Dam: Pirates Gold by Sea Pirate (by Ensign Hanover).
Scotch Banker's first crop of two year olds in 1981 wa~ represented by two COLTS and two FILLIES. Bqth FILLIES made the
Maine Sires Stakes Race with LUCK'S LAZY LADY leadmg the way. Scotch Banker's second crop has eight yearlings: SIX COLTS
and TWO FILLIES-- Boardbrook Sue may be the buy of the sale.

Pag Four1. .n

M
HANSON'S RIDGE

WE ARE PROUD TO INTRODUCE OUR 1981 CROP OF YEARLING
FILLIES AND COLTS AND TO WISH BUYERS GOOD LUCK IN THE
FUTURE!

SPRINGVALE, MAINE 04073

TELEPHONE

207-324·4681

YEARLINGS FOR 1981
NAME

The handsome yearling colt, Cadet Ridgecrest, is an example of the stock offered by
Ridgecrest Farm at the upcoming Breeders Sale on September 12 at Scarborough Downs.

SEX

SIRE

DAM

CADET RIDGECREST

c

Jonas Hanover Mighty Ko!=fama

Mighty Medium

CANDEE RIDGECREST

f

Jonas Hanover Special Moraka

Dec's Boy

CAPTAIN RIDGECREST

c

Jonas Hanover Stacie Frost

Frosty Dale

CLARK RIDGECREST

c

Jonas Hanover Randie's Ribbon

Santa's Fury

CYRUS RIDGECREST

c

Culver's Pride

Lady Land Mark

Landmark

CALEB RIDGECREST

c

Culver's Pride

Greenacres Lynn

Cornspeed

CAMEO RIDGECREST

,.f

Rusty Range

Cherry Hill Babe

Bengal Hanover

COUNT RIDGECREST

c

Rusty Range

Hazel Ann

James E.

CLAUDIA RIDGECREST

f

Rusty Range

Lullathorpe

Thorpe

MAJOR RUSH

c

Rusty Range

Bowen's Rhythm

Meadow Bowen

STALLIONS FOR 1982
JONAS HANOVER P, 3, 2:02.3
RUSTY RANGE P, 1:58 $297.000

COLEMAN 3, 2:01.1,$30,345

SIRE OF DAM

Hanover

SKIPPER HILL 2:06.4

(SPEEDSTER- MISS EXPRESS)
RACED IN HAMBLETONIAN.

{BULLET HANOVER- JOANIE HANOVER)
WON DELAWARE VALLEY STAKE
AT THREE.

(RUSSET HAL- RANGEWAY)
A GREAT INVITATIONAL PERFORMER.

(B.F. COALTOWN - SWEEPING LIGHT)
FAMILY OF MINNEHAHA WITH
245 in 2:00.

FEE $500

FEE $400

FEE $500

FEE $400

---A FARM

I

STALLIONS IN SERVICE FOR 1982
CORAL RIDGE
p,2, 2.00, 3m, 3, 1.57m

Painter- April Hal- Russet Hal
New Englands' leading sire of 2 & 3 year old pacers

RIVERSLEA FARM CONGRATULATES THE SIRE STAKE WINNERS
AND WISHES TO THANK THE OWNERS OF THE ONE HUNDRED AND
TEN MARES BRED AT THE FARM IN '81!

$2,000.00
FORTUNE DONUT
p,5,2.03 1f
ROYAL PRINCE

p,1.58.1
$245,398.

Race Time- Fortunate Lobell -Thorpe Hanover

Sire of Hard Cider p,3,2.04.3, Jake p,3,2.05.2.h
$ 600.00
~~P~-~~~M~-~~~W~

First crop now yearlings, all with their sires'
excellent conformation

$ 750.00
Speedster - Jean Sampson - Samps__on Hanover
New England's premier trotting sire

BLITZ EN

2,2.01m

$1,000.00
Star's Pride - Hustle - Rodney
Full Brother to Jerard TT3, 1.59.4, Jostle 2,2.04.2,
Jounce 2,2.04.3

JOB
4,2.03f

$ 700.00

OlYMPIC STRIKE
p,4, 1.59.3f
$120,083.

Olympic Hanover - Striking - Betting Time
Full Brother to Summer Wine p,3, 1.58.3m

$ .600.00

ROMANO HANOVER . Torpid- Romola Hanover- Tar Heel
Sire of 10 in 2:00, 51 in 2:05 from 71 registrations
f )I 3 I TI1.59.1 m,6, 1.58.4f ·

'

a
n HOCKOMOCK BOY
p ,4,2 .00 .4m

$1,000.00

Newport Ali - Colby's Princess - Colby Hanover
Sire of Hockomock Tiger p,3,2.07 .1 h, Hockomock
Pop p,4,2.08.1h, Hockomock Hot Rod p,5,2.03.3f.

$ 300.00
. 'bl To New Hampshire and New England Sires Stakes

All Foals El ag• e

Romeo Hanover- Blith
..
Earned 1/4 million.
e S~•r•t- Knight Dream
A top breeding Pot~~tf~ern•ght events

H~adquarters For New E
RtveRsLEA FARM
Rou~e #125- P.O. Box 315

Eppang. New Hampshire o~2

$ 750.00

·
1
ng anc:t Breeding
Wallace H T

Paul Mart: ~' Owner

Tet., <~i 6 ~'&

Pa

Flft en

A Vac
SEPT MBER 11-12-13
FEATURING

IR

NEW E GLA

T K

A youthful seri~ for the area's outstanding trotting and pacing -fillies and colts.

PLUS -

PLUS -

PLUS

A PARADE OF THE FOLLOWING STALLIONS

AMMO HANOVER
BIG LEAGUE STAR
COLEMAN

ELECTION DAY
JONAS HANOVER
NEVELE PILOT

To introduce the ....

ROMANO HANOVER
RICCI BOLD .PAYSTER
RUSTY RANGE

FIRST AN UAL YEARLING

ALE

Sponsored by

SCOTC BANKER
TOPPER LOBELL

THE FIREBALL

Sept. 12 -11:00A.

MAINE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION
IN ADDITION THERE WILL BE A SUPPLEMENTARY STAKES-ORIENTED SALE INC~UDING BROODMARES AND TWO AND THREE-YEAR-OLDS.
We wish one and all a hearty ...

WELCOME!

WELCOM !

u.s.

W LCD El

17TH ANNUAL

arne
honoring

ARTHUR NA 0

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
$12.50 PER PERSON

SEPTEMBER 13, 19 1
7:30 P.M.

1981 HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

INCLUDES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

DRAWING FOR FREE BREEDING TO THE STALLION-

RULES:
Must Be At Least Eighteen Years Old To Participate
Only One Ticket Allowed Per Person
Tickets Available On First Come, First Served, Basis
Purchaser Must Be Preser.tt At Banquet To Win
Must Show Proof of I. D. At Time of Drawing
Selected Mare Will Be Subject To Approval of Stallion Owner
REPLY IMMEDIATELY AS NUMBER W

MOUNT. I

I

EXTRA FORMS AVAILABLE AT:
RAC TRACK INFORMATION WINDOWS
S.O.A.N .. OFFIC OXBORO, MASS.
NEW HAMPSHIR SIR STAK S 0
IC
M.H.H.A. TRAIL R - SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
MASS. BR DERS ASSOCIATION
VARIOUS TRAINING TRACKS & AIR TRACKS IN OP RATION

CAPA~TY

LIMITED IQ

!

list o

RETURN THIS TICKET WITH CHECK FOR PROPER AMOUNT TO:
N.E.H.W.A. TREAS., JOSEPH VACCARO, 5 GERALD ROAD
STONEHAM, MASS. 02180

nearby ccommod tion furni h don r
(KEEP THIS STUB TO PRESENT AT BANOUE'f
FOR THE DRAWING OF THE MOUNTAIN SKIPPER BREEDING)

u t

---------------------------------------------------------------"NEW ENGLAND HARNESS WRITERS BANQUET"
I
"NEW ENGLAND HARNESS WRITERS BANQUET"
I

I
1

NAME:

ADORE~:

I

BIRTHDATE:
MO.

- -

I

DAY

rI

I
I

soc. SEC. tl
YR.

I
I

NAME:

------------------------------~--------

ADORE~=~------~----~~--~----~-~--~~
BIRTHDATE:
MO.

I

1 DAY

rI

soc. S E C . # - - - - - - YR.

------------------------------~--------------------------------"NEW ENGLAND HARNESS WRITERS 13ANOUET"

I
I

"NEW ENGLAND HARNESS WRITERS BANQUET"

NAME:

I
1

NAME=----------------------------------------

ADDRESS:

I

ADDRESS:-----------------------

:

BIRTHDATE:

/

I-

soc.s C.fl _ _ _ _ _ __
rI
------------------------------+--------------------------------

BIRTHDATE:

MO.

r

DAY

1

SOC.SEC.#

1

YR.

i#:ifii:Mit. _ _ _
..

I

MO.

r

DAY

YR.

.

A VERY SPECIAL DAY!
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the Downs Club
ACut AIMwethe Best!
St·n·ing th(' Fint-st in Continental Cuisint

For Dinner Reservations • 883-2020

Maine Turnpike Exit 6 or U.S. Route 1

f I
n

Pur

In trackside presentation, Executive Vice·Pr ident Tom Shehan, presents the three·year-old Invitational Trophy to happy
owners Murray Gabor and Robert Aaron after Ja on Almahurst wins for driver .l~hn Hogan.

I
9

'

ON SUNDAY, AUGUST 9th

Post Times: 7:30 Dally - 2:30 Sundays

......

-- .... ---

. MONDAYS
----...... -- ._.._- ----

CLQ~E.P
.-._.,..--

_,..

trot on by... for the time of your life!

L

